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Successful history. Prosperous future.

Our operations
The Faculty of Pharmacy comprises the Departments of Medicinal
Chemistry, Pharmaceutical Biosciences and Pharmacy. Together, we
constitute an interdisciplinary arena and engine in the development of
our scientific field. Our close ties to healthcare are consolidated by
the Faculties of Pharmacy and Medicine’s far-reaching collaboration in
Uppsala University’s Disciplinary Domain of Medicine and Pharmacy.

Part of something great

Our home

Welcome to the Faculty of Pharmacy and Uppsala University. Here, at the heart of the city’s
Biomedical Centre, we conduct leading research and education in the field of pharmaceuticals.
With nine European partner universities and global collaboration with industry, we are at the
hub of a dynamic flow of knowledge.

Uppsala Biomedical Centre, BMC, is home to our faculty and one of
northern Europe’s largest research centres in pharmacy, biomedicine,
chemistry and medicine. In state-of-the-art premises, we conduct frontline research focusing on the development and use of drugs. We share
our premises with SciLifeLab, Sweden’s national centre for molecular
life sciences with a focus on research in health and environment.

As Sweden’s only Faculty of Pharmacy, we can mobilise all the competencies required to
develop a drug from laboratory to clinical treatment. This is a unique scientific breadth that
entails great responsibilities.
In 2020 we climbed to number 36 in the field of Pharmacy & Pharmacology at the QS World
University Rankings. This recognition makes us proud but certainly not satisfied. We continue
to develop our faculty following a clear vision: to contribute to a better world.

Mathias Hallberg
Dean
Faculty of Pharmacy
Uppsala University

Anja Sandström
Deputy Dean
Faculty of Pharmacy
Uppsala University

Our organisation
1,105 students • 77 PhD students • 283 employees • 24 professors • 17 PhD degrees per year • 3 departments
2 programmes at undergraduate level • 4 at Master’s level • 63 undergraduate courses • SEK 355 m turnover

New progress raises hope of
curing Alzheimer’s disease
There is still no cure for the 44 million people living with
Alzheimer’s disease, but now Greta Hultqvist, researcher
in protein drug design, has raised new hopes by managing
to stop and reverse the development of Alzheimer’s
disease in mice using a new protein transporter.
“The disease is caused by the protein amyloid beta
forming lumps in the brain. Now we have developed a
transporter that takes the peptide hormone somatostatin
past the blood-brain barrier and activates the body’s
breakdown of amyloid beta already in its smallest
components,” says Greta Hultqvist.
After only five days of treatment, clear results were
measured in the mice. The team is now preparing to
modify the carrier to apply the treatment to humans in
the foreseeable future.

Frontline research
Our faculty conducts research in all phases of pharmacy.
From fundamental studies of how to develop specific
substances into drugs, to how they affect the body’s cells
and ultimately benefit society. With combined forces, leading
researchers and the next generation of pharmaceutical
experts make important advances that help move the
boundaries of pharmaceuticals.
Our scientific achievements do not only benefit healthcare
and care recipients. They also consolidate our relevance
as an attractive partner for academia and industry. This
is a combination that not only gives us a leading position
in major calls. It also provides a stable basis for regrowth,
strategic recruitments and bringing our successful tradition
into an exciting future.

Greta Hultqvist
Associate Senior Lecturer
Protein Drug Design

Now AI is stepping into the
pharmaceutical laboratory
With self-propelled vacuum cleaners and self-driving
buses, AI is already well integrated in our everyday lives.
Now, self-learning machines are taking the step into drug
discovery as Ola Spjuth, Professor of Pharmaceutical
Bioinformatics, opens a robotised laboratory in Uppsala
that will accelerate the development of new drugs and
their implementation in healthcare.
“Billions are being invested in making Sweden a leader
in computer-driven life sciences, but to succeed, we need
the technology required. By building our own laboratory,
we will attain a unique flexibility. Our next goal is to fully
automatise the lab with self-learning machines that
after each experiment will point out the direction for the
next step, which will open up completely new possibilities
in healthcare.”

Ola Spjuth
Professor
Pharmaceutical Bioinformatics

Nanoparticle to simplify care
and diagnosis of ill children

SRC invests SEK 23 million in
the faculty’s research

With a two million euro ERC Consolidator Grant – a
European grant awarded to researchers with potential to
become world leaders in their field – Alexandra Teleki,
researcher in drug development, aims to design new
tools for the diagnosis and treatment of children with
inflammatory bowel disease.

Every year, the Swedish Research Council grants
money to Swedish research. For four years starting
in 2021, the Swedish Research Council will allocate
over SEK 23 million to five researchers at the Faculty
of Pharmacy.

“Today, a diagnosis requires physical intervention under
anaesthesia, which is traumatic and entail great risks
for a young body. Using biocompatible nanoparticles,
we will simplify diagnosis and make treatment more
effective to improve the quality of life of children
suffering from this chronic disease. We already have
the nanoparticle we are starting out from and have also
identified preclinical biomarkers that it can bind to in
the gastrointestinal tract. The fact that we have also
formed a very competent project group with leading
environments in both Sweden and the USA makes me
confident that we will succeed.”

Almost SEK 6 million is awarded to Professor Ola
Spjuth for research with a focus on intelligent systems
that will streamline the development of precision
drugs aimed at cancer diseases.

Alexandra Teleki
Associate Senior Lecturer
Drug Development

Per Artursson
Professor
Dosage Form Design

Grants are also awarded to Olof Eriksson, Daniel
Globisch, Hans Lennernäs and Per Artursson – who
recently became the third European ever to be named
a Giant of Pharmaceutical Sciences for a career that
includes more than 200 publications and 30,000
citations. Exciting research will follow!

PET scanning to increase our
understanding of coronavirus

New model provides better
prediction in drug treatment

COVID-19 presents healthcare with major challenges.
Among many things, the unpredictability of the virus
complicates diagnosis and treatment. Olof Eriksson,
researcher in translational imaging, has now identified
new markers that enable PET scanning of the lung’s
immune cells. Next, his team will translate this discovery
into the possibility of deciding which therapy is best for
the individual patient and then evaluating the outcome.

Christine Wegler, researcher in drug delivery, has
developed a computational model that predicts blood
levels during treatment with the frequently used cholesterol-lowering drug rosuvastatin. The results are based
on the number of protein transporters in the body, thus
indicating that dose adjustment does not require
consideration of the patient’s possible overweight.
“In 80 percent of the cases, our model predicted a
relatively accurate time frame for uptake and excretion
from the body, as well as blood levels of rosuvastatin.
We also found that an average value for the number
of protein transporters in the body provides sufficient
information for correct predictions. The fact that our
model can easily be corrected and adapted based on
given data makes it applicable to both other protein
transporters and drugs,” says Christine Wegler.

“Uppsala’s environment for positron emission tomography
is fantastic to work in. We were the first in Sweden to
install a PET/MR camera, and in collaboration with SciLifeLab have built an infrastructure of high international
class. The fact that we now facilitate research all the
way from chemistry via pre-clinics to humans attracts
several leading groups, and our ambition is to take our
new results into healthcare as early as 2021.”

Olof Eriksson
Associate Senior Lecturer
Translational PET Imaging

Christine Wegler
Researcher
Drug Delivery

Here, pharmaceutical experts
are educated to make Swedish
healthcare even more effective
A doctor’s tasks include medical responsibility for each patient, but as
we live longer and longer, drug treatments are becoming increasingly
complex. Since 2012, the Uppsala Region has employed clinical
pharmacists whose expertise helps care teams see the individual
patient’s drug situation in its entirety. The success achieved is inspiring
more and more health regions to follow Uppsala’s example, and today
the demand for clinical pharmacists is high.
“Our Master’s Programme in Clinical Pharmacy, Sweden’s only programme
for clinical pharmacists, offers twenty places for full- or part-time studies.
In our relatively young profession, research, teaching and the profession
develop hand in hand. We are currently collaborating with twelve regions
on internships, and keep up a continuous dialogue about the knowledge
they demand,” says Maria Swartling, programme co-ordinator.

First-rate education
The next generation of pharmacists faces major challenges.
From slowing down accelerating antibiotic resistance to
enhancing the effects of increasingly complex drug
treatments. At BMC, we educate more than 1,000 students
in an environment characterised by inspiring teachers
firmly established in frontline research and knowledge.
Our ambition is to provide each student with a first-rate
education and the skills required to shoulder the responsibilities of tomorrow’s pharmaceutical experts. We recently
revised our Master and Bachelor of Science Programmes,
updates that we are now successfully implementing. We
are also pleased to welcome a growing number of
international students to our Master’s Programmes.
Together, we are paving the way for better health and care.

The programme attracts new pharmacy graduates and pharmacists at
public authorities and pharmacies who want to take the step into
healthcare, as well as clinical pharmacists already working in the regions,
aiming to further improve their knowledge. Many are attracted by the
patient-centred work. Another important task is to contribute to the
development of care and the profession.
“Our teachers are rooted in both research and clinics, and in collaboration
with supervisors in the regions, we help students to identify and carry
out a degree project with long-term relevance for the clinic where they do
their internship. Our alumni stand out by quickly becoming independent
in their professional roles, proving that the programme provides relevant
knowledge. The fact that a majority of the regions are now expanding
their competence in clinical pharmacy shows that in a short time our
profession has become a well-integrated part of Sweden’s care teams.”

Our alumni stand out by quickly becoming
independent in their professional roles

Five students

on studying in the faculty’s programmes
Who should study the Bachelor of Science Programme in Pharmacy?
“Anyone with an interest in drugs and how they affect us humans.
Regardless of whether you want to work at a pharmacy or continue
studying, this programme provides a good start. And if you love
communication and helping other people, you will enjoy your job.”
Rotana, Bachelor’s student
Why are you studying to be a pharmacist?
“I have always been passionate about learning more about drugs.
This Master’s programme provides insights into the entire chain from idea
to finished product. If you like chemistry, how the body works and the
science of pharmacy, this is the thing. In addition, it is international and
provides knowledge about caring for society and efficient drug use.”
Karin, Master’s student
What has been the most fun during your education?
“The most interesting thing was definitely an experiment in organic
chemistry during our first semester. We synthesised Lidocaine, a local
anaesthetic used for pain relief. It took two whole days but then we had
the product in our hands, a great feeling to say the least.”
Kymete, Bachelor’s student
What is it like living in Uppsala?
“It is a wonderful city, full of happy and pleasant people! The best thing
is probably that most of them are also students, new to Uppsala, which
makes it easy to meet people as soon as you walk out the door.”
Emelie, Master’s student
What do you want to work with in the future?
“I want to use my knowledge as a pharmaceutical expert to help treat
patients in healthcare. My dream job is to be a clinical pharmacist, where
you are part of a care team and evaluate the patient’s drug treatment,
whether it is optimal or can be improved. Treatment is my passion.”
Simon, Master’s student

Pharmaceutical Student Union Alumni Association Farmis
Pharmacy students at Uppsala University unite in the
Pharmaceutical Student Union, Farmis – creating
fellowship and monitoring students’ interests since 1896.
Here, the Student Council acts on educational and
student welfare issues, and the International Committee
enables members to participate in congresses and
build networks around the world. Farmis also arranges
Pharmada, the career fair where pharmacy students
meet their future employers.

The Alumni Association Farmis welcomes all former
and current students and staff at the Faculty of
Pharmacy. Students, teachers, researchers and
professional alumni gather at the association’s many
meeting places. There is also an association for
alumni from the faculty’s Master’s programme in
clinical pharmacy, as well as Uppsala University’s
alumni network with more than 27,000 affiliated alumni
in over 130 countries.

Prominent partner

in a variety of international collaborations
European Gram Negative
AntiBacterial Engine (ENABLE)
We lead the EU project ENABLE, a collaboration that supports the
development of potential antibiotics against Gram-negative bacteria. In
Uppsala, we provide expertise in medicinal and computational chemistry,
ADME profiling, microbiology and project coordination. In the past years,
we have exceeded our goals by identifying five lead molecules, two clinical
candidates and bringing a substance through a clinical phase I study.

European infrastructure for
translational medicine (EATRIS)
EATRIS is a European infrastructure for the development of medical
therapies and tools. With the Swedish node at our Faculty of Pharmacy,
we have direct access to an effective link between industry and academia,
as well as a unique network with partners in both Europe and the world.

Boundless commitment
We conduct a significant share of our work in collaboration
with the wider community. Our partners are close, at Uppsala
University’s Faculty of Medicine and the University Hospital,
but also far beyond regional and national borders. Our
employees also hold key assignments in a diversity of
interdisciplinary consortia, uniting leading research
environments and companies from around the world.
Our faculty’s technological infrastructure and accumulated
competence constitute attractive resources in international
pharmacy. We provide active support for research in both
industry and academia. Our faculty also enjoys a unique
collaboration agreement with Testa Center, a test bed
and innovation environment at Cytiva’s site in Uppsala,
providing our researchers and students free access to the
centre’s industrial laboratories.

European Network to Advance Best practices &
technoLogy on medication adherencE (ENABLE)
In Europe alone, medication non-adherence costs 200,000 lives and
€ 100 billion. The ENABLE network unites researchers, healthcare and
industry in 39 countries that, with expertise centres, new technologies,
knowledge exchange and best practice, aim to turn the tide. Our faculty
leads ENABLE’s working group on communication.

The Collaboration for Prevention and Treatment of
Multi-Drug Resistant Bacterial Infections (COMBINE)
COMBINE is a European collaboration in which eleven partners from
academia and the pharmaceutical industry are paving the way for more
efficient development of new antibiotics. Anders Karlén, Professor of
Computer-Aided Drug Design, coordinates the project in which Uppsala
University organises communication and has a prominent role in designing
a preclinical reference model for antibiotic development.

SweDeliver
is shaping the future
of drug delivery
In the spring of 2020, SweDeliver, Sweden’s first national competence
centre in drug delivery, was inaugurated. With the hub at the Faculty of
Pharmacy, academia and industry are cooperating to push the
boundaries for the development of new pharmaceuticals.
“SweDeliver has the privilege of starting in a creative environment with dedicated
partners and a highly effective scientific programme. The fact that we also
receive long-term funding from Vinnova gives us everything we need to
conduct high-quality research right from the start,” states Christel Bergström,
Professor and director of Sweden’s first competence centre in drug delivery.
SweDeliver is an extension of the Swedish Drug Delivery Forum, the meeting
place for Uppsala University’s Faculty of Pharmacy and a selection of Swedish
pharmaceutical companies. The forum was initiated in 2017 with the aim of
providing academia and industry with a common platform to consolidate
Sweden’s already advanced position in the supply of medicines.
“The arena soon established itself as the dynamic ecosystem we intended. It
gave the faculty and companies the opportunity to collaborate on three parallel
platforms. The environment was quickly characterised by commitment and
trust, and today SweDeliver is well on its way to bridging the gap between
basic research and applied development,” says Göran Alderborn, Professor
and for three years forum director at SDDF.
At the very heart of SweDeliver, PhD students and postdocs work to solve
scientific challenges defined in dialogue between the centre’s partners. Here
they have access to technology and guidance from prominent researchers in
both academia and industry. Together, they form an international constellation
that conducts high-quality research, while laying the foundations for future
leading positions in the Swedish life science sector.

“Access to qualified employees in drug delivery is crucial to a company like
AstraZeneca, which is certainly a contributing factor to our involvement in the
centre. Today we are part of an integrated unit where promising researchers
move freely between industry and academia. This is a considerable shift of
gear that I am convinced will generate new competence, companies and jobs
for many years to come,” says Mats Berglund, Chairman of SweDeliver’s
Board and Vice President of ISEL, AstraZeneca.
Within SweDeliver, knowledge, infrastructures and contacts that no single
organisation can offer are shared. At this intersection of diverse competencies,
new perspectives and research ideas are constantly emerging. This success
has already attracted attention in the world of pharmaceutics. Companies and
faculties throughout northern Europe express interest in joining, and today the
network has branches in large parts of the Nordic region.
“These are additions that will give us room to initiate new innovative investments
that will take us great leaps in the right direction. Now we look forward with
inspiration, confidence and a vision that SweDeliver will shine globally. Within
five years, I am convinced that we will be there,” says Christel Bergström.

Facts SweDeliver
• Is a world leading research and competence centre in drug delivery

Now we look forward with inspiration,
confidence and a vision to shine globally

• Focuses on challenges in parenteral, oral and pulmonary drug delivery
• Is partly financed by Vinnova with SEK 33,945,000 until the year 2024
• Online www.uu.se/forskning/swedeliver

A pharmaceutical voice
for a healthier society

SciFest science festival
Every year, Uppsala’s largest science festival attracts thousands of
curious schoolchildren and adults. Here, the University’s researchers
conduct shows, experiments and lectures. SciFest’s most important tasks
include arousing young people’s curiosity about science and showing
how exciting research can be. If you are nearby, you are welcome to try
making your own drugs, explore the solubility of medicines or engage in
any other of the many pharmaceutical activities our researchers offer.

U-FOLD – Forum for research
on drug addiction
In U-FOLD, the Faculty of Pharmacy leads a regional forum where
researchers, professionals and policymakers join forces to develop
measures against addiction, its challenges and consequences. A key
part of the forum’s activities is the many well-attended meeting places
which, by highlighting current issues, stimulate a vital exchange of
knowledge and continued interdisciplinary progress.

Vital resource of knowledge

“The profession must be heard in the debate”

One of our faculty’s most important tasks is what the Higher
Education Act calls science outreach. To inform about our
activities and findings and how they can be utilised to
contribute to a better world. Our researchers are often
engaged as experts in the world of pharmaceuticals.
You are likely to have listened to them in news and debates,
but our knowledge is also an important resource in
government inquiries and policy making.

Drugs and how we use them are very important social issues. They
are big buiness and can cause both health and illness. The pharmacy
market is overcrowded and, instead of putting their expertise to use in
advice, pharmacists spend more and more time selling merchandise.
In parallel, e-commerce with drugs is increasing, making the need for a
pharmaceutical voice in the debate greater than ever. Here, our faculty’s
researchers have a very important task.

We are convinced of the value of lifelong learning and offer
a lot for the curious of all ages. Every year we participate
in the SciFest science festival. We tailor-make visits for
primary schools, arrange popular science lectures for high
schools and offer pharmaceutical commissioned training.
Please contact us for more information and bookings.

“This field requires increased research and professionals who insist on
carrying out their work in the right way. We must mobilise such
professional pride already during education and send a new generation
of pharmacy rebels into society. Only by making our voices heard can
we utilise the competence of Swedish pharmacists to the benefit of
individual care recipients,” states Sofia Kälvemark Sporrong, Professor
of Social Pharmacy.

Super Talent Sara Mangsbo
explores new ways
to fight cancer
At the forefront of one of science’s most successful fields, Entrepreneur
of the Year and ready to give another company a flying start.
Sara Mangsbo, researcher in immuno-oncology at Uppsala University,
follows her own advice and looks far beyond her comfort zone.
Immunotherapy as a cancer treatment, utilising and strengthening the body’s
immune system against cancer cells, is a field moving forward fast. Ten years
after the initial clinical breakthroughs, the proportion of surviving patients is
increasing significantly. The number of researchers in the field is also growing
close to exponentially – not least after the award of 2018 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine to pioneer James P. Allison.
“The prize was one in a series of many fantastic news for our field, which is
experiencing tremendous success. Uppsala’s research in immunotherapy early
established itself at the forefront with Thomas Tötterman, Angelica Loskog
and Magnus Essand as foreground figures. Today, we continue to develop the
platform further,” says Sara Mangsbo, research director in immuno-oncology.
Sara returned to Uppsala University in 2016 after working as marketing
manager in immuno-oncology at AstraZeneca. Prior to that, she had founded
Immuneed, a company that developed a technology for a vaccine platform.
When Ultimovacs AS acquired the technology, Sara assumed the position of
development manager – a career that led Swedish magazine Veckans Affärer
to pronounce Sara Mangsbo both Super Talent and Entrepreneur of the Year.
“Moving in the borderlands between industry and academia is very valuable. It
provides new networks and increases my understanding of companies’ conditions. Above all, I realise how much I value entrepreneurship, and with broad
research and an open mind, I hope to create new innovations and companies.”
Today Sara shares her time between Ultimovacs and her group at BMC.
With support from SSMF, the team has developed a patent-pending platform

Above all, I realise how much
I value entrepreneurship

technology aiming to expand the body’s tumour-specific T cells, which form
a central part of our immune system. Here, we also find the main challenge
of immuno-oncology: to increase the number of tumour-specific T cells and
make them remain active and able to identify and destroy cancer cells.
“The technology, developed with invaluable support from SciLifeLab, has the
potential to quickly and cost-effectively help the body create new T cells and
fine-tune them to attack the tumour in its microenvironment. Next, we will use
STRIKE Pharma AB to test the technology’s full capacity for individual
treatments and its significance against relapses.”
Confidence in the technology reaches far. The project receives funding from
Vinnova, SweLife and UU Holding. TESTA Center provides the infrastructure
for production upscaling, and when UU Innovation announced the Attractive
Innovation Project 2019 prize, Sara Mangsbo was among the recipients. In
June, she received yet another prestigious accolade when Uppsala University
awarded Sara the Hjärnäpplet innovation prize for her “systematic and focused
work in transforming her research into innovations”.
“The prize money is a welcome boost to give our future company a flying
start. The worries I felt when starting my first company are all gone. That
time, I did it because it was required within my funding. Obviously, it was the
push I needed. Now it’s not scary any more, and the best advice I can give
you if you’re hesitant is to simply dare to step outside your own comfort zone.”

Facts Sara Mangsbo
• Title Associate Senior Lecturer, research director in immuno-oncology
• Online www.farmbio.uu.se/research/protein-and-peptide-drugs/immuno-oncology/

The Faculty of Pharmacy at Uppsala University conducts frontline
research and education of both breadth and excellence. We perform
a significant share of our work in collaboration with industry and society.

Our research

Our education

Department of Medicinal Chemistry

First cycle programmes

• Analytical Pharmaceutical Chemistry

• Master of Science Programme in Pharmacy (300 hp)

• Chemical Biology for Biomarker Discovery

• Bachelor of Science Programme in Pharmacy (180)

• Drug Design and Discovery
• Pharmaceutical Physical Chemistry
• Preparative Medicinal Chemistry
• Theranostics
• Translational Imaging

Department of Pharmaceutical Biosciences
• Biological Research on Drug Dependence
• Biopharmaceutics
• Drug Safety & Toxicology
• Medical Mass Spectrometry

Second cycle programmes
• Master’s Programme in Clinical Pharmacy (60 hp)
• Master’s Programme in Drug Discovery and
Development (120)
• Master’s Programme in Drug Management (120)
• Master’s Programme in Pharmaceutical Modelling (120)
• Complementary Programme for Pharmacists with
a Foreign Degree
• Proficiency test for pharmacists

• Molecular Neuropharmacology
• Neuropharmacology, Addiction and Behaviour
• Pharmaceutical Bioinformatics
• Pharmaceutical Cell Biology & Biotechnology
• Pharmaceutics
• Pharmacognosy
• Protein and Peptide Drugs

Department of Pharmacy
• Drug Delivery
• Molecular Galenic Pharmacy
• Pharmacoepidemiology
• Pharmacometrics
• Social Pharmacy
• Translational Pharmacokinetics / Pharmacodynamics

Contact & Information
Faculty of Pharmacy
Uppsala University
Box 256
751 05 Uppsala (SE)
+46 (0)18-471 00 00
ilk.uu.se/faculty-of-pharmacy
facebook.com/FarmaceutiskaFakultetenUppsala
twitter.com/FFakulteten
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Frontline research.
First-rate education.

